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Abstra t

The \Constraint Bipartite Vertex Cover" problem (CBVC for short)
is: given a bipartite graph G with n verti es and two positive integers
k1 ; k2 , is there a vertex over taking at most k1 verti es from one
and at most k2 verti es from the other vertex set of G? CBVC is NP omplete. It formalizes the spare allo ation problem for re on gurable
arrays, an important problem from VLSI manufa turing.
We provide a nontrivial so- alled \ xed parameter" algorithm for
CBVC, running in time O(1:3999 1 + 2 + (k1 + k2 )n). Our algorithm
is eÆ ient and pra ti al for small values of k1 and k2 , as o urring in
appli ations. The analysis of the sear h tree is based on a novel bonus
point system: after the pro essing of the sear h tree (whi h takes time
exponential in k), a polynomial-time nal analysis follows. Parts of
the omputation whi h would be normally done within the sear h-tree
phase an su h be postponed; nevertheless, the knowledge about the
size of those parts an be used to redu e the length of the sear h paths
(and hen e the depth of the sear h tree as a whole) by sort of bonus
points.
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Introdu tion

Nontrivial upper bounds for important NP -hard problems by exa t algorithms have ex ited a ontinuous interest for many years [2, 6, 12, 24, 35,
39, 40, 42, 41, 47, 48℄. With the advent of parameterized omplexity theory [16℄ a spe ial lass of exa t algorithms has be ome more and more important [3, 17℄: As an example, onsider the NP - omplete Vertex Cover
problem: given a graph G = (V; E ) and a positive integer k, is there a subset
of verti es C  V of size jC j  k su h that ea h edge in E has at least one
endpoint in C ? Setting n := jV j, the best known exa t algorithm for this
problem has a running time of O(1:211 ) [40℄. There are, however, other
exa t (\ xed parameter") algorithms solving Vertex Cover in running time
O(1:29175 + kn) [38℄ or even O(1:271 + kn) [11℄. For instan e, already for
k  n=2 these are mu h more eÆ ient than the O(1:211 ) algorithm.
The xed parameter algorithm for Vertex Cover mentioned above is valuable from a pra ti al point of view, sin e small values of k an often be assumed in appli ations [16, 17℄. In this paper, we study another NP - omplete
variant of the Vertex Cover problem, motivated by re on gurable VLSI [28℄:
given a bipartite graph G = (V1 ; V2 ; E ) and two positive integers k1 and k2 ,
are there two subsets C1  V1 and C2  V2 of sizes jC1 j  k1 and jC2 j  k2
su h that ea h edge in E has at least one endpoint in C1 [ C2 ? The existen e
of two parameters and two vertex sets makes this problem, alled Constraint
Bipartite Vertex Cover (CBVC), quite di erent from the original one. Thus,
whereas the lassi al Vertex Cover problem (with only one parameter!) restri ted to bipartite graphs is solvable in polynomial time (be ause there is
a lose relation to the polynomial time solvable maximum mat hing problem
for bipartite graphs [14, 28℄), by a redu tion from Clique it has been shown
that CBVC is NP - omplete [28℄. Here, to our best knowledge, we give the
rst nontrivial xed parameter algorithm for the Constraint Bipartite Vertex
Cover problem running in time O(1:3999 1+ 2 + (k1 + k2 )n). We onje ture
that, due to the di erent ombinatorial stru ture in omparison with Vertex
Cover, it should be very hard to get an exponential base lose to the one
there.
Our result makes the following two ontributions: First, it provides a
further example (of whi h there are still few) for a problem with an eÆn
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ient xed parameter algorithm [3, 16, 17℄. Se ond, our result is not only of
theoreti al interest, but it is also valuable with regard to pra ti al appli ations. This is also due to the fa t that, for the VLSI appli ation whi h will
be explained below, it is very natural to assume small values for k1 and k2
ompared to the total number of graph verti es n. Hen e, our exa t algorithm with its proven upper bound may su essfully ompete with heuristi
algorithms in use, as rst implementation tests indi ate.
To a hieve our result, we ombine well-known methods from parameterized omplexity [16℄, namely redu tion to problem kernel and bounded sear h
trees (these two methodologies an also be seen as the rst two phases of our
algorithm), with a new te hnique for restri ting the size of the sear h tree
by deferring some work to a third, polynomial-time phase, but nevertheless ounting the parameter redu tion as kind of bonus when pro essing the
sear h tree and hen e redu ing its size. The te hniques of redu tion to problem kernel and of bounded sear h tree have already been su essfully applied
for Vertex Cover [5, 11, 17, 38℄, Maximum Satis ability [33, 36℄, and elsewhere [16℄. The main te hni al ontribution of our work is the development
of a sear h tree of size 1:3999 1+ 2 by making use of the bonus point system mentioned above, whi h requires numerous ase distin tions based on
ombinatorial onsiderations that are very di erent from the lassi al Vertex
Cover ase.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we review some previous
work and give more details about the pra ti al appli ations behind CBVC.
In Se tion 3, we give some basi de nitions and results. The heart of the
paper is Se tion 4, where we explain the basi parts and the overall stru ture
of our algorithm. In Se tion 5, we present details of our algorithm. However,
additional details needed to a hieve the exponential base 1:3999 are deferred
to a learly marked appendix (parts A, B, and C). In Se tion 6, we draw
some nal on lusions and make suggestions for future resear h.
k

2

k

Previous Work

Kuo and Fu hs [28℄ provide a fundamental study of the spare allo ation problem . Put on isely, this \most widely used approa h to re on gurable VLSI"
uses spare rows and olumns to tolerate failures in re tangular arrays of identi al omputational elements, whi h may be as simple as memory ells or as
omplex as pro essor units (see [28℄ for details). If a faulty ell is dete ted,
the entire row or olumn is repla ed by a spare one. The underlying problem
an be easily seen to be CBVC by identifying one vertex set of the bipartite
graph with the rows, the other vertex set with the olumns of the given ar3
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Figure 1: A 7  9 array with faults \?" and the bipartite graph model
ray, and ea h edge with a faulty ell. Kuo and Fu hs emphasize the pra ti al
relevan e of the problem and the la k of eÆ ient algorithms for it. Consider
the following example of a re on gurable array of size 7  9 with 2 spare
rows and 3 spare olumns in Fig. 1, where faulty ells are marked with a
\?", together with its orresponding bipartite graph, where, e.g., an edge
between 3 and 1 indi ates the faulty ell in row 3 and olumn 1. Herein, we
omit isolated verti es. Obviously, the array is repairable using one spare row
(repla ing row 4) and 3 spare olumns (repla ing olumns 1, 4, 9). This orresponds to a solution of the CBVC problem with k1 = 1 and k2 = 3, as one
an easily see. Typi al examples in [28℄ are arrays with up to 1024 rows and
1024 olumns (nowadays possibly even more) and with up to 20 additional
spare rows and olumns ea h time ( f. their Table 1), making this problem
a natural andidate for a \ xed parameter approa h" [3, 16, 17℄. Kuo and
Fu hs obtained the following results. First, they showed NP - ompleteness
for CBVC by redu ing Clique to it. Then they present two heuristi algorithms, rst a bran h-and-bound approa h whi h always delivers optimal
results, but is only \eÆ ient for arrays with a moderate number of faulty
ells" [28, page 29℄. The se ond one is a polynomial time approximation
algorithm. By way of ontrast, our approa h always delivers optimal results.
Furthermore, its omplexity basi ally depends on the number of available
spare rows and olumns.
It should be noted here that people developing algorithms for VLSI design a tually dis overed the FPT on ept in the analysis of their algorithms,
oming up with O(2 1+ 2 k1 k2 + (k1 + k2 )jGj) algorithms in [31, 21℄. They
observed that \if k1 and k2 are small, for instan e O(log(jGj)), then this may
be adequate." [21, p. 157℄.
CBVC has important appli ations espe ially in the fabri ation of highend VLSI hips: With in reasing integration in hip te hnology, a fault-free
hip fabri ation an no longer be assumed. So, fault-toleran e has to be taken
k

k
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into onsideration within the very fabri ation pro ess to obtain reasonable
produ tion yields [1, 10℄. These ideas are already quite old, see [43℄ for an
early treatment of the topi , but have ontinued to persist into the most
re ent developments in VLSI te hnology. Interestingly, the most hallenging
(parts of) high-end pro essors of today are the seemingly simplest of all
possible VLSI hips, namely memories due to their rapidly expanding needs;
moreover, e.g., they a ount for approximately 44% of transistors of the
UltraSpar pro essor, so that they are used as te hnology and yield drivers
[30, 49℄. One ommon solution to in rease yield in memory fabri ation is to
supply a few spare rows and olumns to ea h memory array. These an be
used in an internal (on- hip) or external re on guration phase (using lasers
to \program" fuses) where faulty array rows or olumns are repla ed by
spare ones, f. the re ent reports on DEC Alpha and UltraSpar pro essor
manufa turing [7, 30, 49℄.
More work on the CBVC problem and related topi s, mainly with respe t
to heuristi and average ase aspe ts of the problem an be found in the
papers [8, 9, 10, 13, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32, 44, 45, 46, 49℄.
3

Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with fundamentals from graph theory, algorithms,
and omplexity. It should be espe ially remembered that, given a graph in
adja en y list representation, nding all omponents of the graph an be
done in time linear to the representation size [34, Thm. IV.6.1℄, i.e., in time
O(n + m), where n is the number of verti es and m is the number of edges
of the
graph. A maximal mat hing in a bipartite graph is obtainable in time
p
O( nm) [34, Thm. IV.9.10℄ (for more sophisti ated algorithms, see [4, 19℄).
We make use of the following notation for a graph G = (V; E ): Writing
G X means that we delete vertex X and all its in ident edges from G. By
NX we denote the set of neighbors of X in G. By ÆX we denote the degree
of vertex X , that is, jNX j. A graph is alled r-regular if every vertex has
degree r. If X and Y are verti es, then XY denotes the undire ted edge
between X and Y . In this paper, we only deal with bipartite graphs. For the
ease of presentation, we treat them as two- olored (bla k and white) graphs
with ea h vertex having a olor opposite to all its neighbors.
Our algorithm works re ursively. The number of re ursions is the number
of nodes in the orresponding sear h tree. This number is governed by homogeneous, linear re urren es with onstant oeÆ ients ( f. [24, 38℄). If the
algorithm solves a problem of size k and alls itself re ursively for problems
of sizes k d1 ; : : : ; k d , then (d1 ; : : : ; d ) is alled the bran hing ve tor of
i

i
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this re ursion. It orresponds to the re urren e

t =t
k

k

d1

++t

k

di

:

(1)

The hara teristi polynomial of this re urren e is

z =z
d

d

d1

++z

d

di

;

(2)

where d = maxfd1 ; : : : ; d g. If is a root of (2) with maximum absolute
value, then t is
up to a polynomial fa tor. We all j j the bran hing
number whi h orresponds to the bran hing ve tor (d1 ; : : : ; d ). Moreover,
if is a single root, then even t = O( ) and sin e we are only interested
in estimating , we an assume that bran hing numbers that o ur in this
paper are single roots. In this paper, the size of the sear h tree is therefore
O( ), where k := k1 + k2 is the parameter and is the biggest bran hing
number that will o ur; it is about 1:3999 and belongs to the bran hing ve tor
(8; 9; 8; 10; 11; 10; 10; 11; 10; 10; 12; 11; 9; 10; 9; 10; 12; 11; 7; 9; 8; 9; 10; 9).
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The algorithm|overview

Our algorithm works in basi ally the same way as the xed parameter algorithms for Vertex Cover do [5, 17, 38℄. The main part is to build a bounded
sear h tree : To over an edge, we have to put at least one of its two endpoints
into the (optimal) vertex over sets. Thus, starting with an arbitrary edge,
we an make a binary de ision between its two endpoints. In ea h sub ase,
we delete the orresponding vertex hosen and its in ident edges and repeat
this until we have built a sear h tree of size 2 1 + 2 . As a onsequen e, it is
easy to see that this leads to an algorithm running in time O(2 1 + 2 (n + m)),
where n denotes the number of verti es and m the number of edges in the
graph. All results (in luding ours) to get more eÆ ient algorithms are based
on e orts to shrink the sear h tree size. A spe ial ingredient, however, of
our algorithm is the use of bonus points to redu e the sear h tree size, i.e.,
we measure the expe ted parameter redu tion for ertain graph omponents
whi h are analyzed in detail later with a polynomial-time algorithm. How
this is done exa tly, an be best lari ed by the detailed des ription of the
algorithm shown below.
The algorithm as a whole onsists of three pie es:
k

k

k

1. A redu tion to problem kernel;
2. a sear h tree pro essing;
6
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3. a spe ial treatment of graphs with maximum degree two and some
larger graphs.
Only the se ond part of the algorithm is exponential.
As is usually the ase, we a hieve a redu tion of the sear h tree size by
distinguishing between the degree of graph verti es. Sin e for CBVC we have
to minimize with respe t to two parameters, this gets signi antly harder
than in the lassi al Vertex Cover ase. For instan e, in the lassi al instan e,
taking the neighbor of a degree-1-vertex will always lead to an optimal vertex
over. Thus, a bran hing in the sear h tree is avoided. However, this is no
longer possible in the CBVC ase, be ause the neighbor belongs to the se ond
vertex set in the bipartite graph and we have to minimize with respe t to two
vertex over set sizes. In parti ular, the size of a minimal solution for CBVC
is no longer uniquely determined, be ause the signature s := (jC1 j; jC2j) of a
vertex over C1 and C2 is a ve tor of numbers instead of simply a number.
Our algorithm provides, however, for ea h minimal s a orresponding minimal
solution.
4.1

Redu tion to problem kernel

Before we give an overview of our algorithm, we still have to brie y explain
a te hnique alled redu tion to problem kernel [15, 16℄, whi h is a kind of
prepro essing. This step is based on a simple observation already used by
Kuo and Fu hs [28℄, whi h led to the \must-repair-analysis" pre-phase in
their algorithms. Let G = (V1 ; V2 ; E ) be our given bipartite graph and k1
and k2 be the onstraints. Clearly, if a vertex in V1 has a greater degree
than k2 , then it has to be part of the vertex over and, analogously, if a
vertex in V2 has a greater degree than k1 , then it also has to be part of the
vertex over. In this way, deleting all the \high-degree-verti es" together
with their in ident edges, we an infer that after redu tion to problem kernel
the size of the graph is at most 2k1 k2 . By assuming appropriate input data
stru tures, redu tion to problem kernel an be implemented to run in time
O((k1 + k2 )n), where n = jV1 [ V2 j is the number of verti es in G. Combining
this redu tion to problem kernel with the trivial sear h tree of size 2 1 + 2 , we
would end up with a time O(2 1+ 2 k1 k2 +(k1 + k2 )n) algorithm [31, 21℄. In the
rest of the paper, we des ribe how to shrink the sear h tree size from 2 1 + 2
to 1:3999 1+ 2 , a key issue in the development of eÆ ient xed parameter
algorithms [3, 16℄.
k
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4.2

Graphs with maximum degree two

Before we des ribe the overall stru ture of our sear h tree algorithm, let us
brie y deal with an easy spe ial ase, namely graphs with maximum degree
two. Clearly, we an deal with ea h onne ted omponent separately. So, let
us assume that the graph is onne ted. If the maximum vertex degree of a
graph is at most two, then CBVC is easy to solve: We know that, in this ase,
the graph is either a y le or a path. In both ases, however, it is fairly easy to
ompute the linear number of possible minimal vertex overs in linear time.
We omit the lesser details. In addition, as previously mentioned, here we
have to take into onsideration that our given graph may be split into several
onne ted omponents. Sin e the various omponents are \independent" of
ea h other, we an simply ombine them using omponent-wise addition and
then again looking for the minimal values. Consequently, by using simple
data stru tures, this an be done in O((k1 + k2 )2 ) time, be ause 1+min(k1 ; k2 )
is an upper bound for the number of signatures belonging to a omponent.
Furthermore, we an assume that there are at most k1 + k2 omponents, sin e
otherwise the graph is not overable and we know that ea h output of merging
two minimal vertex overs always is bounded by O(k1 + k2 ). As a result of
this, we have (k1 + k2 ) merge steps ea h of time omplexity O((k1 + k2 )2 ).
Summarized, this gives:

Proposition 4.1 For bipartite graphs with a maximum vertex degree of 2,
CBVC an be solved in time O((k1 + k2 )3 ).
Be ause of Proposition 4.1, in the following des ription of the basi stru ture of our sear h tree algorithm we may on entrate on graphs with a maximum degree of at least three.
In fa t, there are ertain (but only onstantly many) graphs ontaining
degree-3-verti es whi h are left over for the third, polynomial-time part of
the whole algorithm by the sear h-tree part of the algorithm. Those ases
will be treated in the rst part of the Appendix.
4.3

Overall stru ture of the sear h tree algorithm

The rest of the paper proves the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2 CBVC an be solved in running time
O(1:3999 1+ 2 + (k1 + k2 )n)
k

k

and polynomial spa e.
8
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Our algorithm re ursively nds optimal vertex overs as follows. Given
a bipartite graph G, we hoose several subgraphs G1 ,. . . ,G and ompute
optimal vertex overs for all of them. From these overs we an onstru t
an optimal vertex over for G. For example, let X be some vertex of G
and let G1 be the subgraph that results from G by deleting X and all its
in ident edges. A vertex over of G1 , together with X , then is a vertex over
of G. Moreover, if there are optimal vertex overs for G that ontain X , then
we an onstru t optimal vertex overs from an optimal vertex over of G1 .
Otherwise, if no optimal vertex over of G ontains X , they must ontain all
neighbors of X . Hen e, let G2 be the graph that results from G by deleting
all neighbors of X . Again, we an onstru t a vertex over of G by taking
vertex overs of G2 and adding all neighbors of X . If we start from optimal
vertex overs for G1 and G2 , then at least one of the resulting overs for G
must be optimal, sin e either X or its neighbors must be part of any vertex
over. In prin iple, this is how our algorithm works. We do however sele t
the subgraphs G1 ,. . . ,G in a more omplex manner and bran h a ording to
mu h more ompli ated sets. The rules how to sele t those bran hing sets are
as follows. W.l.o.g. we assume that the graph is onne ted. We distinguish
between eight main ases (M1{M8), some of them requiring further sub ases.
More details on these appear in Se tion 5 and the Appendix. It is of entral
importan e for the orre tness of our algorithm to exe ute the various steps
in the given order|that is, we always hoose an appli able step with minimal
number:
i

i

M1. If there is a vertex X with degree at least 4, then bran h a ording
to X and NX .
Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (1; 4) and 1:3803.
M2. If the graph is 3-regular, then pi k any vertex X and bran h a ording
to X and NX . (This step has to be applied on e at most and thus

does not in uen e the algorithm's asymptoti omplexity. Similarly, if
G ontains only a small onstant number of verti es of degree three,
su h a bran hing does not a e t the overall time analysis.)

M3. Deal with tails of size at least two.

Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (2; 3) and 1:3248.
M4. Deal with 4- y les.1
Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (2; 2) and 1:4143. Improved
1 In

the main part of the paper, we only give the result obtained from a very simple
analysis. A re ned one is deferred to the Appendix and yields the improved bran hing
ve tor.

9
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values (see Appendix): (6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 9; 9; 9; 9; 8; 8; 10; 10; 10; 10; 12) and
1:3996.

M5. Deal with hains of length at least three.

Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (3; 4; 3) and 1:3954.

M6. Deal with degree-3-verti es with three neighbors of degree 2.
Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (4; 6; 6; 7; 3) and 1:3954.
M7. Deal with degree-3-verti es with two neighbors of degree 2.
Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number: (6; 7; 4; 2) and 1:3993.
M8. Deal with degree-3-verti es with one neighbor of degree 2.

Bran hing ve tor and bran hing number:
(8; 9; 8; 10; 11; 10; 10; 11; 10; 10; 12; 11; 9; 10; 9; 10; 12; 11; 7; 9; 8; 9; 10; 9)
and 1:3999.

The above steps an be easily shown to provide a omplete ase distin tion
handling all ases that may o ur.2 More spe i ally, from this point of
view, steps M3{M5 would even be super uous|they are, however, ne essary
in order to get a small sear h tree size by handling \ni e spe ial ases" in
advan e. The harder ases shown above are M4, M6, M7, and M8. The worst
ase bran hing ve tor o urs in M8 and implies a sear h tree size 1:3999 1 + 2 .
In total, we obtain a CBVC algorithm running in time
O(1:3999 1+ 2 k1 k2 + (k1 + k2 )n + (k1 + k2 )3 ):
k

k

k

k

This an be improved to O(1:3999 1+ 2 + (k1 + k2 )n) by simple asymptoti
arguments. However, the fa tor k1 k2 above an be removed by means other
than omission through \asymptoti tri ks," su h as re ned omplexity analysis, resulting in a slightly modi ed algorithm: repeated appli ations of the
redu tion to the problem kernel during the sear h tree pro essing are re ommended by this sort of analysis, see [37℄.
In the rest of the paper, we provide the missing details for ases M3{
M8. Su h detailed study relies on the s rutinized analysis of 4- y les and
6- y les, so that the omplete su ession of ases is more ompli ated and
given in Table 1. We will defer the on ise des ription of the 4- y le (C4x)
and 6- y le (C6x) ases to the Appendix.
Table 1 summarizes the omplete ase sequen e and the orresponding
(worst ase) re ursion bases. Observe that M4 has been repla ed by the
k

k

2 We

will see in the following that degree-3-verti es with (at least) one degree-1-neighbor
an be treated as if they were degree-2-verti es, so that we do not have to onsider them
in this main ase distin tion.

10
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Case Bran hing ve tor
Bran hing number
M1 (1; 4)
1:3803
M2
(Can be ignored)
M3 (2; 3)
1:3248
C41 (2; 3)
1:3248
C42 (2; 3)
1:3248
C43 (3; 4; 3)
1:3954
C44 (3; 4; 3)
1:3954
M5 (3; 4; 3)
1:3954
C61 (5; 6; 3)
1:2786
C45 (4; 6; 6; 7; 3)
1:3954
C46 (2; 4; 6)
1:3563
C47 (6; 7; 4; 2)
1:3993
C48 (2; 4; 5)
1:3803
6 7 9 8 10 12
C49 number
1:3996
times
1 4 4 2 4 1
M6 (4; 6; 6; 7; 3)
1:3954
M7 (4; 6; 6; 7; 3)
1:3954
C62 (6; 7; 4; 2)
1:3993
M8a (7; 9; 8; 6; 4; 3)
1:3906
C63 (6; 7; 6; 9; 6; 8; 3)
1:3930
C64 (6; 7; 7; 9; 6; 8; 3)
1:3829
M8b see Table 6
1:3976
C65 (5; 7; 5; 6; 7; 6; 8; 9; 9)
1:3982
C66 see Table 23
1:3999
Table 1: The sequen e of ases with their bran hing ve tors and bran hing
numbers. For C49 the ve tor has 16 entries.
sequen e of ases C41 - C49, and those ases are \interrupted" by the hain
ase M5. The worst ase appears in ase C66, but observe that lots of ases
do not di er greatly from that bran hing number, leading us to believe that
it would be hard to get lose to an overall bran hing number of 1.3803 (the
simple bran hing of ase M1).
5

Details of the algorithm

Next, we present details of the main algorithm shown above. To this end,
we introdu e a ounter k whi h will be initialized to k1 + k2 , i.e., the sum
11
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of the two input parameters bounding the size of the vertex over. Ea h
re ursive all of the main pro edure will de rement k in some way, so that
k obviously bounds the depth of the sear h tree. Most onveniently, k is
onsidered to be a parameter of the main algorithm, whi h an be alled
m(G; k). Observe that due to the redu tion to the problem kernel, G has
O(k2 ) verti es and O(k2 ) edges. Sin e the main pro edure works depth- rst,
the spa e requirement of the algorithm is only polynomial.
Be ause of steps M1 and M2 ( f. Se tion 4), in the following we an
assume w.l.o.g. that the maximum vertex degree in the graph is three and
the graph is not 3-regular.
5.1

Case M3: tails.

Pi ture

A

Bran hing

B

D

A 1 2
NA 0 3

A
B
C

1.3248

AC 0 2 1.4143
BD 0 2

Table 2: Cases M3 and M4
A tail onsists of a degree-3-vertex A, followed by a (possibly empty)
sequen e of degree-two-verti es, ended by a degree-1-vertex. If A is neighbor
of a degree-1-vertex (i.e., we have a mi ro-tail ), we regard A as if it had
degree two in the following analysis. Otherwise, a typi al situation is depi ted
in Table 2, where dashed edges and grey verti es are optional. Here, we
en ounter the main tri k in our time analysis for the rst time: we have
seen that we an ope very easily with a graph having verti es of a degree
at most two (Proposition 4.1). Therefore, if we take vertex A in the upper
pi ture of Table 2, we reate a non-empty path omponent starting at the
degree-2-vertex B ; in order to over that omponent, we need at least one
vertex from it in the over. Although we do not know whi h vertex (bla k or
12
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white) to take into the over, we an safely bound the sear h tree by alling
m(G A; k 2) and m(G NA; k 3). In other words: the exa t analysis of
the path omponent starting at vertex A is deferred to the third polynomialtime phase of the algorithm whi h mainly deals with all remaining degree-two
omponents as a whole, see Se tion 4.2. This is the rst time that this kind
of bonus point system has been used and it will be employed frequently in
the following. Observe that we ould have olle ted even more bonus points
by taking the length of the split-o path omponent into onsideration, too,
and su h onsiderations are highly re ommended for implementations of our
algorithm. However, as we are only interested in worst- ase analysis here,
we an only ount on one bonus point.
Note that in Table 2, the olumn labeled \Bran hing" ontains the information ne essary to understand the bran hing analysis. The rst sub olumn
lists the onditions under whi h the analysis is valid. Then, the verti es taken
in that bran h are listed; here, rst A and then (in the se ond row) its neighbors. The third sub olumn lists how many verti es will be needed at least for
the over in the nal (after the omplete sear h tree has been onstru ted)
polynomial time analysis of degree-2-verti es, i.e., here we ount the bonus
points. The fourth sub olumn gives the values whi h an be subtra ted from
the parameter k in the orresponding re ursive all of the main pro edure.
Finally, the fth sub olumn gives an upper estimate for the base of the sear h
tree size derived from this ase, implying sear h tree size 1:3248 .
k

5.2

Case M4: 4- y les (simple analysis).

Consider the orresponding pi ture from Table 2. Why is the given ase
distin tion omplete? Assume two neighboring verti es, say A and B , are
ontained in the over. Then, in order to over the edge between C and D,
either C or D have to be in the over, too. Therefore, either ase AC or ase
BD treats a sub- over of the proposed ase, and we do not ex lude to take
verti es other than AC or BD, resp., into the over. A mu h more detailed
analysis of 4- y les, given in the Appendix, allows for a bran hing ve tor
(6; 7; 7; 7; 7; 9; 9; 9; 9; 8; 8; 10; 10; 10; 10; 12) and bran hing number 1:3996.
5.3

Case M5:

hains of length at least 3.

If two (not ne essarily di erent) degree-3-verti es A and B are onne ted via
a path of length ` on whi h all verti es (besides A and B ) have degree two,
we an say that A and B are onne ted by a hain of length `. Chains of
length 3 and 4 are onsidered in Table 3 (M5a and M5b).
13
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Pi ture

A

A

Bran hing

A 2 NB

see M4

AB 1 3
A 2= NB ANB 0 4
ÆA = 3 NA 0 3
1:3954

B

B

A=B
see M4
A 6= B AB 1 3
ÆB = 3 ANB 1 5
ÆA = 3 NA 0 3
1:3640

Table 3: Cases M5a and M5b
Should A and B be onne ted by a longer hain, the following bran h
analysis will o ur:

AB 2 3
ÆB = 3 ANB 1 4 1:3954
ÆA = 3 NA 0 3
In that analysis, we even assumed that A = B or A 2 NB might o ur.
So, we an assume from now on that two degree-3-verti es are onne ted
by a hain of length at most two. Bearing this in mind, we start analyzing
the possible situations in the neighborhood of a degree-3-vertex with at least
one degree-2-neighbor.
5.4

Case M6: one degree-3-vertex with three degree2-neighbors.

In Table 4, the general situation is depi ted in the rst pi ture. We an
assume ÆA = ÆB = ÆC = 3, sin e otherwise there is either a tail (M3) or a
hain (M5).

14
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jNB \ NC j = 2

see M4

ABC
1 4
ÆC = 3
ABNC 1 6
ÆB = 3
ANBC 1 6
jNB \ NC j < 2 ANBNC 1 7
ÆA = 3
NA
0 3
1:3954
jNB \ NC j = 2
see M4
A 2 NB [ NC
see M4
ABC
1 4
ÆC = 3
ABNC 1 6
ÆB = 3
ANBC 1 6
NB \ NC = ; ANBNC 0 7
ÆA = 3
NA
0 3
1:3954
jNB \ NC j = 1 see App., C62
1:3993

B

A

C

B
A
C

Table 4: Cases M6 and M7
5.5

Case M7: one degree-3-vertex with two degree-2neighbors.

Of ourse, sin e mi ro-tails at degree-3-verti es are like degree-2-verti es, the
degree-3-vertex in question has one degree-3-neighbor alled A. We refer to
the se ond pi ture in Table 4. As to the ase jNB \ NC j = 1, we refer to
the Appendix (Case C62) and just mention here that a worst ase bran hing
ve tor (6; 7; 4; 2) with bran hing number 1:3993 is attainable.
5.6

Case M8: one degree-3-vertex with one degree-2neighbor.

Consider the pi ture in Table 5. Ea h of both neighbors X; Z of the degree2-vertex Y has two degree-3-neighbors (A; B resp. C; D), otherwise we are in
ase M6 or M7. 4- y le-subgraphs have been treated in ase M4, so that we
an assume that A, B , C and D are pairwise di erent, and that NA\NB = ;
and NC \ ND = ;.
Now, we an distinguish ases making assumptions on the degree of A1 .
15
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A1
0

A2

A1

A
B

X

Y

Z

C
D

A01 A2 BCD
A01 A2 BCND
A01 A2 BNC
A01 A2 NB
A01 NA2
NA01

2
2
2
1
0
0

7
9
8
6
4
3

Bran hing number:

1:3906

Table 5: Case M8a: ÆA1 = 2
If ÆA1 = 1, we an refer to ase M7, sin e X has \almost" two degree-2neighbors, due to the fa t that there is a mi ro-tail at A.

Case M8a: ÆA1 = 2. Here, we an assume that A01 has degree three,
sin e otherwise A would have two degree-2-neighbors (M7). Further, we an
assume ÆA2 = 3, sin e otherwise there would be either a tail or a hain
starting at A (M3 or M5). Finally, if A01 2 NA2 or B = A2 or B 2 NA01 ,

then we have a 4- y le-substru ture, see M4. Two spe ial ases o ur: If
C = A2 or D = A2 , then we have a 6- y le with two degree-2-verti es. If
C 2 NA01 or D 2 NA01 , then we have a 6- y le with one degree-2-vertex.
We defer the proofs to the Appendix ( ases C63 and C64) and wish only to
mention that bran hing ve tors (6; 7; 6; 9; 6; 8; 3) (bran hing number 1:3930)
and (6; 7; 7; 9; 6; 8; 3) (bran hing number 1:3829) an be a hieved. In the main
ase dealt with in the pi ture, we an hen e assume fC; Dg\ (NA01 [ NA1 ) =
;. These assumptions are only in part repeated in Table 5.

Case M8b: ÆA1 = 3. In fa t, through symmetry, we an now assume
that all neighbors of A, B , C , and D have degree three. The orrespond-

ing pi ture is given in Table 6. Sin e we an again assume that a 4- y le
is not a subgraph of our stru ture, ea h of the vertex sets fA; B; C; Dg,
fA1 ; A01; B1; B10 g, fC1; C10 ; D1; D10 g ontains four elements. The spe ial ase
fA1 ; A01; B1; B10 g \ fC1; C10 ; D1; D10 g 6= ; (C65 in the Appendix) yields as
bran hing ve tor (5; 7; 5; 6; 7; 6; 8; 9; 9) (bran hing number 1:3982) and the
spe ial ase (NA1 [ NA01 ) \ (NB1 [ NB10 ) 6= ; (C66 in the Appendix) yields
as bran hing ve tor
(8; 9; 8; 10; 11; 10; 10; 11; 10; 10; 12; 11; 9; 10; 9; 10; 12; 11; 7; 9; 8; 9; 10; 9)
(bran hing number 1:3999). These assumptions are not repeated in Table 6.
(Horizontal lines in the bran hing list should help to stru ture that bran hing;
16
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A2

A2

0

0

A1

C1

A

C

B

D

B1

D1

0

A2
A2

A1

0

C1

B2
B2

B1

0

D1

0

B2

B2
0

0

A1 A01 BCD
A1 A01 BCND
A1 A01 BNC
A1 A01 NB
A1 NA01 B1 B10 CD
A1 NA01 B1 B10 CND
A1 NA01 B1 B10 NC
A1 NA01 B1 NB10 CD
A1 NA01 B1 NB10 CND
A1 NA01 B1 NB10 NC
A1 NA01 NB1 CD

2
1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

7
8
7
5
10
11
10
11
13
12
10

A1 NA01 NB1 CND
A1 NA01 NB1 NC
NA1 B1 B10 CD
NA1 B1 B10 CND
NA1 B1 B10 NC
NA1 B1 NB10 CD
NA1 B1 NB10 CND
NA1 B1 NB10 NC
NA1 NB1 CD
NA1 NB1 CND
NA1 NB1 NC

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12
11
9
10
9
10 1:3976
12
11
9
11
10

Table 6: Case M8b: ÆA1 = 3
they do not separate di erent bran hing lists.)
6

Con lusion

We have presented a nontrivial upper bound for CBVC, namely an algorithm
running in time O(1:3999 1+ 2 + (k1 + k2 )n). Sin e it is exponential only in
the (usually small) parameters k1 and k2 , it is of high pra ti al interest
k

k
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and ontributes to the list of \eÆ ient" xed parameter algorithms [3℄. A
rst, still unsophisti ated version of our algorithm has been implemented
and delivers promising results. As to future work, however, a ompetitive
implementation of our algorithm still remains to be a hieved.
Let us point to three further things whi h are important for su h a ompetitive implementation:
1. In the literature, various heuristi s to prune the sear h tree at an early
stage are presented (see the literature list at the end of Se tion 2). As
a rule, however, these methods only ause average ase improvements.
The worst ase remains un hanged.
2. Shi and Fu hs presented in [44℄ a polynomial-time algorithm for CBVC
when the graph is a tree and gave results from the theory of random
graphs indi ating that tree omponents are very frequent. This an
also be a starting point for the average- ase analysis of su h algorithmi
types.
3. It is possible that horizontal and verti al movements of the repair laser
are not equally fast, see [13℄. Looking for the qui kest repair solution
orresponds to solving a restri ted weighted version of CBVC. Sin e
our algorithm yields all minimal signatures (and one solution per signature), a over of minimal weight an easily be dedu ed from these
signatures.
Another riterion for a \good repair" may be to leave approximately
as mu h spare rows as spare olumns in order to simplify another later
repair phase; again, su h a solution an be dedu ed from the signatures.
For te hnologi al reasons, a memory board an be split into several regions ea h of whi h may have individual and/or ommon (shared) spare rows
or olumns with respe t to other regions (for details, see [22, 29℄). Trying
to repair ea h su h region independently and ombining the signatures in an
obvious manner leads to quite eÆ ient re on guration algorithms, sin e the
total number of spare rows and olumns is not in uen ing the repair pro ess
as severely as in our seemingly spe ial mode: only part of the spare rows and
olumns are available for ea h region, thus we ea h time have to deal with
smaller parameter values ea h time, yielding smaller exponential fa tors.
Moreover, our approa h an also be used when we drop the assumption
that the spare rows and olumns are always fault-free, see [25, 27℄.
Finally, there is a variant of CBVC with three instead of two parameters,
motivated by re on gurable programmable logi arrays [23℄. This problem
deserves investigation similar to that undertaken for CBVC.
18
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Appendix A: Some spe ial graphs with degree3-verti es

Unfortunately, the sear h tree algorithm presented above does not leave only
graphs|or maybe better omponents|with maximum degree two for the
subsequent polynomial-time algorithm, but also some graphs with degree3-verti es. As long as there is only a onstant number of su h ex eptions,
this is of ourse no problem. We will argue here that this is the ase in our
algorithm. As the reader may verify by losely analyzing the sear h-tree part
of our algorithm, the only riti al thing are path- or y le-`like' subgraphs,
where at least one of the verti es, whi h are \usually" of degree two, has
three neighbors but one of them has degree one.
The shortest possible path of interest is depi ted in Fig. 2.

A

A

B

0

Figure 2: Case M5a with mi ro-tails
Taking into onsideration the bran h analysis whi h is given for ase M5a
(the ase M4 works in analogy), where we bran hed a ording to the three
ases AB , ANB , NA, one sees that only two omponents with maximum
degree two remain for the polynomial-time part (namely in the rst two ases
AB and ANB ).
Consider now a \path" of length four, f. Fig. 3: namely, if, e.g., in
Fig. 3 A0 had degree 3, then it would be possible to onsider the (shorter)
19
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path between A0 and B instead of the path between A and B , hen e leading
to ase M5a above. Therefore, the most riti al ase is the one depi ted in
Fig. 3.
In ase of a \path" of length greater than four, any degree-3-vertex with
one degree-1-neighbor on that \path" would imply the existen e of a shorter
path, so that we an assume without loss of generality that \paths" of length
greater than four do not ontain degree-3-verti es.

A

A

B

0

Figure 3: Case M5b with mi ro-tail
Similarly, looking at the bran h analysis of ase M5b, only one staromponent remains for the polynomial-time se tion.
In on lusion, only a nite number of graph omponents ontaining degree3-verti es a tually remain for the polynomial-time se tion of the algorithm.
We have refrained from listing all those ases in detail here. Of ourse, we
an assume to know all minimal solutions and the orresponding signatures
of those onstantly many ex eption graphs, so that we an ombine them to
obtain the solutions for the whole graph as des ribed above.
Appendix B: A detailed analysis of 4- y les
4-Cy les in detail I: The easy

ases

As a spe ial ase, let us rst treat the ase C41 of two 4- y les ombined
as depi ted in Table 7. Similar to M4, we eperien e the bran hing given
in Table 7: In short, assume that both A and B are in the over of that
subgraph. Then, in order to over edge DC , either D or C must be in
the over. If C is in the over, then the sub ase fA; C g from Table 7 will
deal with it. If D is in the over, then either A1 or C is in the over (for
edge A1 C ). Both ases are handled by either the sub ase fA1 ; B; Dg or the
sub ase fA; C g given in Table 7.
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A

A1

D

AC
0 2
A1 DB 0 3

B
C

1.3248

Table 7: C41: A double 4- y le

A 1 2
ÆA = 3 NA 0 3

A

1.3248

Table 8: C42: A 4- y le with three degree-2-verti es
Sin e graph omponents with maximum degree two will be treated by the
polynomial algorithm se tion following the sear h tree algorithm, this ase
is of no interest here.
If there are three degree-2-verti es (Case C42), the easy bran h given in
Table 8 develops.
If there are two degree-2-verti es, we have to investigate the ases a ording to whether those two verti es are neighbors or not (Cases C43 resp.
C44, f. Table 9). Remember that we an always presume ÆB1 > 1 (in C43),
ÆC1 > 1 (in C44) and, if ne essary in C44, ÆC2 > 1 by the (mi ro-)tailargument, referring then to ases M3 and C42.
Observe that only ases C42 and C43 have a tually been used for the
hain analysis in M5 of the main part of the algorithm, so that we an
in future assume that hains are not ontained in the sub-pi tures under
onsideration. In other words, in the following we an always assume that
every degree-2-vertex we onsider has two degree-3-neighbors.
Case C61: A very spe ial 6- y le

Consider the gure given in Table 10. Although the depi ted gure is obviously a 6- y le, it should be lear that it be omes a ombination of two
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AB1 1 3
ÆB1 > 1 ANB1 1 4
Æa = 3 NA
0 3
1:3954

A

B1

A 2 NC1

see C41
Assume A 2
= N C1 :
Sub ase ÆC1 = 3:

A1

ÆA = 3

A

AC1 1 3
ANC1 0 4
NA
0 3

1:3954
Sub ase ÆC1 = 2:
A 6= C2 AC2 1 3
ÆC2 > 1 ANC2 1 4
ÆA = 3 NA
0 3
1:3954

C2
C1

Table 9: 4-Cy les with two degree-2-verti es
4- y les by inserting the optional edge BE ; this spe ial ase will be of importan e in the subsequent analysis of 4- y les.
As a result of the hain and tail argument, ÆA2 = 3 ould be assumed if
ÆA1 = 2, and similar ÆC2 = 3 if ÆC1 = 2. For reasons that will later be ome
lear, we will use only the assumption that ÆA2  2 in ase ÆA1 = 2, and
similarly ÆC2  2 if ÆC1 = 2.
The bran hing is done using several sub ases in order to get parti ularly
good bran hing ve tors. Additional explanatory remarks on the ase distin tions given in Table 10 are as follows. First, we distinguish the ase whether
ÆC = 2 or ÆC = 3. In ase ÆC = 2, we an assume that ÆA = 3; were it
otherwise we would have a small graph omponent whi h we ould a ord to
treat separately in the nal polynomial-time algorithm. Observe that the
ase ÆA = 2 is analogous to the one dis ussed above.
We an as a result assume that both A and C are degree-3-verti es.
We all the neighbors of A and C whi h are not part of the 6- y le under
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ÆC = 2
ÆA = 3

A
NA

Assume now

A1

A1 = C1
ÆA1 > 1
A1 6= C1
ÆC1 = 3
ÆA1 = 3

A2

B

C
D

C1

= ÆC = 3:

4 1.1893
4
5
6 1:2786
3
5
6 1:2786
3
Assume now ÆA1 = ÆC1 = 2:
A2 = C2 A2
3 4 1.1673
ÆA2 > 1 NA2
3 5
ÆA1 = 2 A2 C2
3 5
ÆC1 = 2 A2 NC2 3 6 1.2740
A2 6= C2 NA2 C2 3 6
A1 6= C1 NA2 NC2 3 6

X

E

ÆA

A1
NA1
A1 C1
A1 NC1
NA1
A1 C2
ÆC1 = 2 A1 NC2
ÆA1 = 3 NA1

A
F

2 3 1.2208
1 4

C2

3
2
3
2
0
3
3
0

Table 10: C61: A very spe ial 6- y le
onsideration A1 and C1 , respe tively. The spe ial ase A1 = C1 is quite easy,
sin e A1 = C1 is the only possible onta t to the rest of the graph. Trivially,
ÆA1  2, sin e A and C are then two di erent neighbors of A1 = C1 . A
similar argument applies in ase ÆA1 = 1 or ÆC1 = 1 (and, a fortiori, in ase
ÆA1 = 2 and ÆA2 = 1, or ÆC1 = 2 and ÆC2 = 1); further details have been
omitted here.
In ase A1 6= C1 , we distinguish the following ases. First, it may be that
A1 and C1 are of degree three. Se ondly, we onsider ÆA1 = 3, ÆC1 = 2.
(Obviously, the ase ÆA1 = 2, ÆC1 = 3 is symmetri and hen e omitted.)
For the se ond line of this ase in Table 10 we have to argue that A1 NC2
yields at least three verti es. If ÆC2 = 3, this is trivial. If ÆC2 = 2, we an
assume A1 2= NC2 , sin e otherwise we would have a small omponent. In
sub ase ÆC2 = 3, trivially three verti es are deleted in the mentioned se ond
line. In on lusion, the ase analysis of Table 10 is valid. Thirdly, onsider
ÆA1 = ÆC1 = 2. The ase A2 = C2 is again an easy one. In ase A2 6= C2 ,
we an assume ÆA2 ; ÆC2  2 by our remarks above. This on ludes our ase
analysis.
Due to the development of espe ially good bran hing ve tors, we are now
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Conditions
ÆC = 2; ÆA = 3
ÆC = 3; A1 = C1
ÆC = 3; ÆA1 = 3; ÆC1 = 3; A1 6= C1
ÆC = 3; ÆA1 = 3; ÆC1 = 2; A1 6= C1
ÆC = 3; ÆA1 = 2; ÆC1 = 2; A2 = C2
ÆC = 3; ÆA1 = 2; ÆC1 = 2; A2 6= C2

Bran hing ve tor Basis
(4; 5; 2)
1:3803
(5; 5; 2)
1:3479
(6; 7; 4; 2)
1:3993
(6; 7; 4; 2)
1:3993
(5; 6; 2)
1:3248
(6; 7; 7; 7; 2)
1:3750

Table 11: C61: A very spe ial 6- y le plus a vertex X
apable of dealing with the following s enario. Assume that we do not yet
have a C61 situation, but we ould generate one by removing one other vertex
X (whi h may be linked to verti es B , D, E or F ). By trivial bran hing on
X and NX , in the rst ase we now get a C61 situation and an do the
analysis given in Table 10. Clearly, we may assume ÆX  2. Of ourse, we
must analyze the bran hing situation generated in this manner. This is done
in Table 11. The ase distin tions shown there are listed in the same order
as in Table 10. The bran hing ve tors given in Table 11 are obtained from
the ones from Table 10 by adding 1 omponent-wise (namely, in ase we take
X ) and appending one omponent 2 (for NX ).
Observe that in the analysis in Table 10, in order to avoid unne essary
ase distin tions when reating Table 11, we only assumed ÆA2  2 in ase
ÆA1 = 2 and ÆC2  2 in ase ÆC1 = 2, as deleting X may reate su h a long
hain or tail. Observe that if X equals A1 , A2 , C1 or C2 , deleting X an only
improve the analysis.
We will refer to this as the C61-tri k in the following. We will always give
the vertex we use as X and the 6- y le (where the order of verti es would
be ABCDEF in the standard pi ture, i.e., the only verti es possibly having
degree three are A and C whi h are mentioned in the rst and third pla e in
that sequen e).
4-Cy les in detail II: C45, a 4- y le whi h ontains only
one degree-2-vertex

Should a 4- y le have one degree-2-vertex (w.l.o.g. at D), we distinguish
three main ases:

C45: jNA1 \ NC1 j = 0;
C46: jNA1 \ NC1 j = 2;
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A1 = C 1

A1

Assume now NA1 \ NC1 = ;
A1 6= C1 BA1 C1
1 4
ÆC1 = 3 BA1 NC1 1 6
ÆA1 = 3 BNA1 C1 1 6 1:3954
BNA1 NC1 0 7
NB
0 3
Further, let ÆC1 = 2
AC
0 2
BDC2
1 4 1:3803
ÆC2 = 3 BDNC2
0 5

A
D

C

B

C1

see C41

C2

Table 12: C45, a 4- y le with one degree-2-vertex

C47: jNA1 \ NC1 j = 1.
The orresponding pi tures an be seen in Tables 12, 13 and 14. The
sequen e hosen has algorithmi reasons; C47 is the most involved ase.
The analysis given in Table 12 for the general ase without interfering
verti es should be quite lear. Observe that ÆA1 ; ÆC1 > 1 an be assumed
by the (mi ro-)tail argument, possibly referring to the analysis of ases C42
or C43. We an distinguish between two basi sub ases in Table 12, namely
(1) ÆC1 = ÆA1 = 3 and (2) ÆC1 = 2, as the ase ÆA1 = 2 is symmetri to
(2). Sin e we an assume that long paths and tails are not present, we an
infer that ÆC2 = 3 in sub ase (2). Moreover, observe that fB; Dg\ NC2 6= ;
would lead to ase C61, so that, in the last line of the analysis of sub ase
(2), BDNC2 are a tually 5 di erent verti es.
Sin e we would also like later to refer to the two ases C46 and C47, we
sket hed an optional edge at node D in Tables 13, 14. In this instan e, of
ourse, ÆD = 2 an be assumed.
In ases C46 and C47 (Tables 13, 14), we often employ the rather trivial
4- y le-bran h with bran hing ve tor (2; 2) as explained in the rough analysis
of M4 above. This bran h does not assume that D has degree two, so that
this is the ase where we an re-use the present analysis later on.
Observe that due to the assumption jNA1 \ NC1 j = 2, in ase C46 we
an assume ÆA1 = ÆC1 = 3.
We will now explain the ases of C47 in more detail. Sin e we have
assumed that jNA1 \ NC1 j = 1, we know that ÆA1 ; ÆC1 > 1.
Let us rst dis uss what might happen if ÆA1 = 2. (The ase ÆC1 = 2 is
again symmetri .) Now, if ÆA2 = 2, then we have a hain between A and C1
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A1

A1 = C 1

C2 = A2

D

C

B

C2 = A2
0

see C41

Assume now jNA1 \ NC1 j = 2
A1 6= C1 A1 C1
0 2
A2 A02 AC 0 4 1:3563
A2 A02 BD 2 6

A
0

C1

Table 13: C46, a spe ial ase of the pi ture given in Table 12
0

A

2
A

0

3

A1

A

C2

=

A2

D

B
C

C1
C
C

0

0

3

2

Table 14: C47, a spe ial ase of the pi ture given in Table 12
or C (depending on whether ÆC1 = 3 or ÆC1 = 2, respe tively), a ase whi h
has already been overed by ase M5. So, we an assume ÆA2 = 3 whenever
ÆA1 = 2. Then, if B 2 NA2 (or symmetri ally if D 2 NA2 ), we an reate
a C61 situation as explained under item 1. below. The ase B; D 2= NA2 is
analyzed in Table 14.
In the following, we assume that ÆA1 = ÆC1 = 3. We start with ve
simple observations:
1. If B 2 NA2 , then one an reate a C61 situation A1 A2 C1 CBA using
D as \X ". The ase D 2 NA2 is symmetri .
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2. If ÆA02 = 2 and B equals A03 , then we an reate a C61 situation
A1 ADCBA02 using C1 as \X ". Again, D 2 NA02 is symmetri .
3. By C46, A02 6= C20 an be assumed.
4. If ÆA2 = 2 and B 2 NA02 , we reate a C61 situation C1 CDAA1 A2
using A02 as \X ". (A tually, there is an additional vertex B onne ted
to A and C , but B is not onne ted to anywhere else after deleting A02 ,
so that the C61 analysis ould only improve.) Symmetri ally, the ase
ÆA2 = 2 and B 2 NC20 an be treated.
5. If ÆD = 2 and B 2 NA02 , we reate a C61 situation A02 BCDAA1 using
A2 as \X ".
Observe that it is only in the last item listed above that D has degree two.
By using these preliminary observations, the following four ases remain:
1. In ase ÆA2 = 3 and ÆA02 = ÆC20 = 3, we an assume the following:

 B; D 2= NA2 (by the rst observation),
 B; D 2= NA02 [ NC20 (by the fth observation),
 A02 6= C20 (by the third observation).

2. In ase ÆA2 = 3 and ÆA02 = 2, we an assume:




By the (mi ro-)tail argument, we an assume ÆA03 = 3.
Further, B; D 2= NA02 (by the se ond observation).
3. In ase ÆA2 = 2 and ÆA02 = ÆC20 = 2, we an assume the following:
 B; D 2= NA02 [ NC20 (by the fourth observation).
4. In ase ÆA2 = 2, ÆA02 = 3 and ÆC20  2, we an assume:
 A02 6= C20 (by the third observation),
 B; D 2= NA02 [ NC20 (by the fourth observation).

The detailed analysis of these four ases in ontained in the list in Table 15.
Table 14 shows the pi ture. In none of those studies, ÆD = 2 is used.
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Assume ÆA2 = 3 and ÆA1 = 2:
BDA2
1 4
BDNA2
0 5 1:3803
AC
0 2
Assume now ÆA1 = ÆC1 = 3:
Case 1: ÆA2 = ÆA02 = ÆC20 = 3:
A02 6= C20
BDA2 A02 C20 2 7
ÆC20 = 3
BDA2 A02 NC20 1 8
0
ÆA2 = 3
BDA2 NA02
0 6 1:3971
B; D 2= NA2 BDNA2
0 5
0
B; D 2= NC2 AC
0 2
Case 2: ÆA2 = 3, ÆA02 = 2:
A03 2= fB; Dg BDA2 A03
1 5
0
0
ÆA3 = 3
BDA2 NA3
1 7 1.3911
B; D 2= NA2 BDNA2
0 5
AC
0 2
0
Case 3: ÆA2 = ÆA2 = ÆC20 = 2:
B 2= fA03 ; C30 g BDA03 C30
2 5
0
0
0
0
D 2= fA3 ; C3 g BDA3 NC3
2 7 1.3911
0
0
ÆA3 = 3
BDNA3
0 5
ÆC30 = 3
AC
0 2
Case 4: ÆA2 = 2, ÆA02 = 3, ÆC20  2:
0
A2 6= C20
BDA02 C20
2 6
B; D 2= NC20 BDA02 NC20
1 6 1.3854
0
0
B; D 2= NA2 BDNA2
0 5
AC
0 2

D 2= NA2
B 2= NA2

Table 15: The bran hing in ase C47
4-Cy les in detail III: the 4- y le
3-verti es

ontains only degree-

The rst ase (C48) we are going to onsider possesses one 4- y le-vertex,
w.l.o.g. A, has a degree-2-neighbor. Sin e we an ex lude hains and tails, we
an assume that ÆA2 = 3, as depi ted in Table 16. Further, we an assume
B; D 2= NA2 , sin e otherwise the pi ture would in lude another 4- y le with
one degree-2-vertex, a ase whi h has just been dealt with.
We an now assume in ase C49 that all 4- y le-verti es have degree-3neighbors. Assuming that all verti es in the orresponding pi ture in Table 16 are di erent, we obtain the bran hing given there, where in the rst
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A2

AC
0 2
BDA2 1 4 1:3803
BDNA2 0 5

A1
A
D

C

B

1
4
4
2
4
1

A1
A
D1

D

C

B

B1

C1

A1 B1 C1 D1
A1 B1 C1 ND1
A1 B1 NC1 ND1
A1 NB1 C1 ND1
A1 NB1 NC1 ND1
NA1 NB1 NC1 ND1
Basis: 1:3996

2
1
1
0
0
0

6
7
9
8
10
12

Table 16: 4-Cy les III: all 4- y le-verti es have degree three: C48 and C49
sub olumn of the third olumn we write the number of times symmetri ases
o ur; in total C49 ontains a bran h with sixteen di erent hildren. This
ase gives the worst bran h of the whole 4- y le-analysis.
What equalities may o ur? If A1 = C1 or B1 = D1 , we refer to ase C41.
If A1 2 NB1 (or symmetri ases), the situation given in ase C49a
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A2
A1
B1

A

D1

D

B
C

C1

B2

Assume B2 2 NA2 :
A2 B1 AC
0 4
A2 B1 BD 1 5
A1 B2 AC
1 5
A1 B2 BD 0 4
1:3645
Assume B2 2= NA2 :
ACA2 B2
1 5
ACNA2 B2 1 7
ACNB2
0 5
BDA2 B2 1 5
BDA2 NB2 1 7
BDNA2
0 5
1:3823

Table 17: C49a: a spe ial 4- y le
in Table 17 o urs. Observe that we an assume that all verti es part of
or neighboring any 4- y le have degree three in previous ase studies. In
ase C49a, if A2 = D1 , we an use the C61-tri k by taking \X = A2 " and
the 6- y le CBB1 A1 AD. Otherwise, we distinguish two ases in Table 17:
B2 2 NA2 and B2 2= NA2 .
Finally, NA1 \ NC1 might be not empty (or symmetri ase NB1 \
ND1 6= ;). If jNA1 \ NC1 j = 2, the analysis given in ase C46 works.
If jNA1 \ NC1 j = 1, the analysis given for ase C47 works with one ex eption: that is, only in the fth observation there we assumed that ÆD = 2
ould be assumed in ase C47. That in turn has only been used in ase
ÆA2 = 3, ÆA02 = ÆC20 = 3 together with the further assumptions B; D 2= NA2 ,
B; D 2= NA02 [ NC20 (by the fth observation), A02 6= C20 , see Table 14. In
the notation of Table 16, the assumptions B; D 2= NA2 as well as B; D 2=
NA02 [ NC20 orrespond to the ase \A1 2 NB1 " treated in Table 17, so that
we were a tually able to omplete our analysis of ase C49 and hen e of all
possible 4- y les.
Appendix C: A detailed analysis of 6- y les

In the analysis of the main ourse of the algorithm, several 6- y les have not
been analyzed. We will do this here. In ontrast to the analysis of y les of
length 4, as shown above, this analysis does not treat all possible 6- y les
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Use C61-tri k
with \X = A1 ".
1:3993
Assume now ÆD = 3:
A1 DC1 E1 2 6
ÆE1  2 A1 DC1 NE1 2 7
ÆC1 = 3 A1 DNC1
0 5
A1 ND
1 5
NA1
0 3
1:3889
ÆC1 = ÆE1 = 2
ÆC2 = ÆE2 = 3
fA1g = NC2 \ NE2
DC2 E2
3 6
DC2 NE2
3 8
DNC2
0 4
ND
0 3
1:3384

ÆD = 2

A1

A
F

E2

B

E
E1

C2

C
D
C1

D1

Table 18: C62: A 6- y le for ase M7
but only those whi h a tually o ur as spe ial ases in our algorithm.
C62: A 6- y le for

ase M7

In ase M7, the stru ture given in Table 18 had yet to be analyzed. Note
that we an now assume that 4- y les an be analyzed eÆ iently, so that
espe ially all white verti es o urring in the pi ture of Table 18 are pairwise
di erent. We made the following distin tion of sub ases in Table 18:
1. If ÆD = 2, then we an reate a C61 situation using A1 as X with
respe t to the 6- y le CDEF AB . In the ourse of the subsequent
analysis, we an assume ÆD = 3.
2. Similarly, if ÆE1 = 1, then either we already have a C61 situation \with
mi ro-tails" (in ase ÆD1 = 1) or we an reate one \with mi ro-tails" if
ÆD1 > 1 by taking D1 as X with respe t to the 6- y le ABCDEF . The
ase ÆC1 = 1 is symmetri and ÆA1 = 1 is analogous. In the following,
we an therefore assume that A1 , C1 and E1 ea h have degree of at
least two.
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3. If ÆE1  2 and ÆC1 = 3, we refer to the analysis given in Table 18.
Obviously, the ase ÆE1 = 3 and ÆC1  2 is symmetri . Therefore, the
following ase remains:
4. If ÆE1 = ÆC1 = 2, then we an assume that ÆC2 = ÆE2 = 3, sin e
otherwise we would have tails or hains, whi h are done already. Furthermore, if NA \ NC2 = ;, we are in the same situation as that of
the main ase M7 whi h an be assumed to have already o urred:
namely, we have one degree-3-vertex C neighbored by two degree-2verti es. The ase NA \ NE2 = ; is treated symmetri ally.
Therefore, the only sub ase that remains to be analyzed is: NA \
NC2 6= ; and NA \ NE2 6= ;. Obviously, this means that A1 2
NC2 \ NE2 . No further vertex is in this interse tion, sin e we an
assume the absen e of 4- y les.
Note that now (having arried out M7) we an assume that not only
neighbors and neighbors of neighbors, but also neighbors of neighbors of
neighbors of degree-2-verti es are degree-3-verti es.
Two 6- y les for

ase M8a

A1

F
E
E1

A

B

D

A1 DB1 E1
A1 DB1 NE1
A1 DNB1 E1
A1 DNB1 NE1
A1 NDB1
A1 NDNB1
NA1

B1

C

D1

Table 19: C63: A spe ial 6- y le for ase M8a
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2
2
1
1
1
1
0

6
7
6
9 1:3930
6
8
3
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A1
B2
F
E
E1

A

B

D

B1

C

A1 CB2 E
A1 CB2 NE
A1 CNB2 E
A1 CNB2 NE
A1 NCE1
A1 NCNE1
NA1
1:3829

2
1
1
1
1
1
0

6
7
7
9
6
8
3

D1

Table 20: C64: A spe ial 6- y le for ase M8a
In ase M8a, two 6- y le ases remained to be analyzed (in the given
order): the ase C63 of a 6- y le with two degree-2-verti es (whi h have
to be arranged as in Table 19 sin e M7 has been done before; moreover,
ÆA1 = ÆB1 = ÆD1 = ÆE1 = 3 an be assumed be ause of M7; this implies
that for 6- y les with two degree-2-verti es, the analysis is omplete) and a
spe ial ase C64 of a 6- y le with one degree-2-vertex, see Table 20.
As regards ase C63, we an suppose that no 4- y les are present, whi h
means that fA1 ; E1 g and fB1 ; D1 g ea h ontain two elements, and A1 2= NB1 .
Note that possibly B1 2 NE1 .
Regarding ase C64, observe that if B2 = E1 , we nd a stru ture already
treated in C63, namely the 6- y le ABB1 E1 EF , so that we an assume
B2 6= E1 (i.e., B2 2= NE ) in the analysis given in Table 20. Further, re all
that the main ase M8a for es B1 to be of degree two in ase C64. (A similar
situation where B1 has degree three o urs as a sub ase for M8b, see below.)
Two 6- y les for

ase M8b

In ase M8b, two other 6- y le ases are to be analyzed. The rst (C65)
is quite similar to C64; now, ÆB1 = 3 is assumed, see Table 21. In that
table, we assumed that, if A1 2 ND1 , then B1 2= NE1 . Therefore, in the
se ond line, we subtra ted one from the best possible 9-bran h (assuming
A1 2 ND1 ), but nothing in the third line of the analysis. In the fourth line,
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A1

B1

A
B

F

E
E1

C
D

CA1 E1 B1 D1
CA1 E1 B1 ND1
CA1 E1 NB1 D1
CA1 E1 NB1 ND1
CA1 NE1 B1
CA1 NE1 NB1
NA1
NCA1 E1
NCA1 NE1
1:3969

2
2
2
1
1
1
0
1
1

7
8
9
8
7
9
3
6
8

D1

Table 21: C65: A spe ial 6- y le for ase M8b
we even subtra ted two, assuming A1 2 ND1 and NB1 \ ND1 6= ;. Note
that the roles of A1 and D1 as well as E1 and B1 are inter hangeable.
By this sort of analysis, the instan e where A1 2 ND1 and B1 2 NE1
remains. That is shown in Table 22. Observe that we an assume ÆA2 =
ÆE2 = 3, sin e A2 and E2 are ea h at distan e three from a degree-2-vertex
and be ause we have ompleted the analysis of ase M7. Moreover, we an
assume ÆC1 > 1 by the mi ro-tail argument, possibly referring to the analysis
in ase C63. If, in the ase A2 2 NE1 , we onsider the sub ase ÆC1 = 2
and NC1 \ NE1 6= ; (whi h means that fA2 g = NC1 \ NE1 and NA2 =
fE1 ; C1; A1g) we get a large stru ture with only two outlets at B1 and D1
whi h easily yields the following bran h:

B1 D1 4 6
B1 ND1 3 7 1:2457
NB1
0 3
Therefore, we an assume that either ÆC1 = 3 or ÆC1 = 2 and NC1 \ NE1 = ;
in the last line of the analysis given in Table 22.
Finally, the 6- y le depi ted in Table 23 remains to be analyzed for ase
M8b. By the previous ase C65, we an assume that
(NG1 [ NG01 ) \ fB1 ; D1 g = ;
(3)
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A2
1
A1

B1

A
B

F

E
E1

E2

C
D
C1

D1

Assume A2 2= NE1 :
A2 D1 BE1 C
2 7
A2 D1 BE1 NC
2 8
A2 D1 BNE1
1 7
A2 D1 NBE2
1 7
A2 D1 NBNE2 1 9
A2 ND1 E1 B
1 7
A2 ND1 E1 NB 1 9
A2 ND1 NE1 C 1 9
A2 ND1 NE1 NC 1 10
NA2 EB
1 6
NA2 ENB
0 7
NA2 NE
0 6
1:3976
Assume A2 2 NE1 :
D1 E1 AC
1 5
D1 E1 ANC
1 7
D1 E1 NA
0 5
D1 NE1 C
1 6
D1 NE1 NC
1 7
ND1 E1 B
1 6
ND1 E1 NB
1 8
ND1 NE1 C1
2 9
ND1 NE1 NC1 1 9
1:3982

Table 22: C65a: A spe ial triple 6- y le for ase C65
as well as

fG1; G01 g \ (NA [ ND1 ) = ;:

(4)

As a spe ial ase, let us rst onsider the triple-6- y le given in Table 24,
where B1 2 NE1 and A1 2 ND1 is assumed.
(a) We an assume that NF an have at most one ommon element F1
within the neighborhood of either G1 or G01 but not in both, otherwise there
would be a 4- y le GG01 F1 G1 . (Of ourse, neither A nor E is in NG1 [ NG01
by ondition Eq.(4).)
Observe that sin e ÆB = ÆD = 3 by assumption and be ause of ondition
Eq. (3), we an assume that (b) the neighbor of A1 , whi h is neither A nor
D1 , is not neighbor of both G1 and G01 .
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A1

B1

A
F

B
G1

E
E1

C

G

D
0

G

1

D1

AEB1 D1 G1 G01
AEB1 D1 G1 NG01
AEB1 D1 NG1
AEB1 ND1 G1 G01
AEB1 ND1 G1 NG01
AEB1 ND1 NG1
AENB1 D1 G1 G01
AENB1 D1 G1 NG01
AENB1 D1 NG1
AENB1 ND1 G1 G01
AENB1 ND1 G1 NG01
AENB1 ND1 NG1

2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

8 ANEB1 G1 G01
9 ANEB1 G1 NG01
8 ANEB1 NG1
10 ANENB1 G1 G01
11 ANENB1 G1 NG01
10 ANENB1 NG1
10 NADG1 G01
11 NADG1 NG01
10 NADNG1
10 NANDG1 G01
12 NANDG1 NG01
11 NANDNG1
1:3999

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

9
10
9
10
12
11
7
9
8
9
10
9

Table 23: C66: A spe ial 6- y le for ase M8b
In al ulating the bran hing ve tors, we assumed that one neighboring
situation in ea h of those ases (a) and (b) might o ur.
To be more pre ise using one example, observe that we assumed that
the ase A1 B1 DNF NG1 ontains nine verti es, i.e., we assumed that NF \
NG1 = ;, while we only ounted nine verti es in ase A1 B1 DNF G1 NG01 ,
assuming here NF \ NG01 6= ;. Sin e the verti es G1 and G01 are ompletely
symmetri , su h an assumption an be made, sin e the roles of G1 and G01
are inter hangeable.
By reasons of symmetry, in the main analysis of ase C66 we an now
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A1

F1

B1

A
F

B

G1

E

C

G

D

E1

0

G

1

D1

A1 B1 DF G1G01
A1 B1 DF G1NG01
A1 B1 DF NG1
A1 B1 DNF G1 G01
A1 B1 DNF G1 NG01
A1 B1 DNF NG1
NA1 B1 EG1 G01
NA1 B1 EG1 NG01
NA1 B1 ENG1

2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1

8
NA1 B1 NEG1 G01
10
NA1 B1 NEG1 NG01
9
NA1 B1 NENG1
10
NB1 DG1 G01
10
NB1 DG1 NG01
10
NB1 DNG1
9
NB1 ND
10
A1 B1 ND
9
1:3989

2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

11
11
11
7
9
8
6
5

Table 24: C66a: A triple 6- y le for ase C66
assume that

jNE \ NB1 j = 0 ^ jNA \ ND1 j  1:

(5)

Observe that ND1 is never mentioned in the bran h given in Table 23 whenever neighbors of A are onsidered. Sin e we did not onsider the ase where
NB1 \ ND1 6= ;, we assumed jNB1 \ ND1 j = 1 in the ase analysis of
Table 23.
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